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ABSTRACT
Coordinate measures on 25 Yerkes star-trailed lunar photographs are used in conjunction with ephemeris values of the

moon's libration to derive the selenodetic coordinates of 47 secondary points. The coordinates and their standard errors are
listed together with the absolute altitudes.

1. Introduction

In the previous paper (Arthur, 1967) the resultswere given of measures on 25 star-trailed photo
graphs obtained by E. Moore using the 40-in. refrac
tor of the Yerkes Observatory of the University of
Chicago.

These photographs form a relatively small part
of a much larger collection of star-trailed plates,
which were intended to be used in a determination of
the moon's constants of rotation. Unfortunately there
was an oversight in the processing that did not come
to light until some years later when the plates were
placed in a comparator for measurement. Other
plates, without star-trails, were exposed on the same
nights and all plates were processed in the usual
manner. Because the star-trailed plates were open
to the sky for times of up to 1 hr., they were always
more or less sky-fogged and should have been de
veloped for maximum contrast, but were not. Con
sequently, the bulk of the star-trailed plates are much
too flat for measurement even though they appear
quite satisfactory in a naked-eye inspection.

When the limitations of the collection were real
ized, and it became known that only two dozen plates
could be measured without some form of contrast
enhancement, the purpose of the plates was changed.
If previous determinations of the moon's constants
of rotation and the place of Mosting A are accepted
then the demands on the data are considerably re
duced. Despite the rather poor quality of some of
the star-trailed plates, I judged the data to be good
enough for a new secondary triangulation of the
lunar surface. The results will show that a useful
precision has been achieved.

2. The Older Secondary Positions
The extensiveness of selenodetic literature may

lead the reader to believe that selenodetic positions
rest on a broad observational basis. In one respect
this is not true. Most of the literature is concerned
with numerous measures connecting the fundamental
point Mosting A to the limb. These determine the
moon's constants of rotation and the place of Mos
ting A, but they provide nothing more toward a net
work of fixed positions.
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